Holiday
Need some fantastically fun gift ideas?
Books make amazing gifts and are even more fun
when there are accessories to go with them. We've
done the legwork for you this year. Just click the
pictures to connect to the fun items that can be
packaged with these incredible books!

Wintertime Stories
A beautiful
story about
the joy of a snow day!

A winter story that
encourages kids to
spread kindness
and love!

Charlie
devises
ways to show
Emmet how to have
fun in the snow.

A beautiful story about
service, integrity and
how each choice we
make matters!

Family Focused Books
This book
encompasses
the many roles
mothers fill for
their children.

These books highlight how
parents put all kinds of
hard work and love into
raising their humans.

Inclusion & Confidence
This story focuses
on making friends
and the magic of
our imagination.

This book
celebrates the
unique qualities
that we each bring
to the world.

Kindness, sharing and
community is what
these beautiful books
are all about.

This cute story is
about friendship and
secret acts of service.

This series is colorful,
engaging, humorous
and teaches beginner
Spanish words.

Learn Something New
A fun book about animals
working and cooking
together for a jamboree.
(Includes recipes!)

Fun and poetic
facts about unusual
and unfamiliar
animals.

A powerful tool that teaches
children how to recognize different
forms of abuse and empowers
them to know what to do.

A silly and poetic way to
teach your children about
manners and respect.

A perfect book for
imaginative children
ready to creatively play
together.

Bedtime Books
Wind down as
these children
get ready for bed
and are lovingly
tucked in!

Try to fight
sleep while this
boy talks about
his busy day
between yawns.

This cute story is all about making
bedtime fun through a big imagination.

Just For Fun
A bright, loving story about
self-discovery with beautiful
watercolor illustrations!

The adventures
(and mishaps) at
Pirate School!

Take an adventure and
discover all kinds of
unique unicorns!

A delightful,
intricate,
animal-filled
alphabet book!

Learn about how bedhead problems
are actually created by Hair Fairies!

Chapter Books
This fantastical adventure
follows a girl who sees magical
creatures, makes a new friend
and frees her jinxed neighbor!

Filled with fun and playful
words, this book follows Gullible
Gus as he learns how to discern
facts from tall tales!

A sciencey, fun story about a boy
determined to prove he's
responsible by adopting a very
interesting creature as a pet.

This unlikely father-and-son
team takes on the generational
family curse in the adventure
of a lifetime!

Emotionally Supportive Books
A tender, hopeful story
about a little mouse's
journey into foster care.

This fun book is ideal
to support a child
through the emotions
of their own or a
parent's surgery.

A dinosaur's
perspective on the
loss of
his dad.

Bear teaches children
how to identify their
feelings!

This book gives your
child the courage and
tools to overcome fear.

A heartwarming approach
to dealing with cancer
and finding joy no matter
the circumstances.

We know books support children's intelligence, imagination, and character in empowering ways!
So, we only publish books that children will love and parents can trust. If you'd like to learn more
about any of our books, check out our website and social media. Plus, many of our books are part of
our Story Time series on YouTube. We wish you and your loved ones a very happy holiday season!!

Visit us at LawleyPublishing.com

All book are available at

and anywhere books are sold online!

